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Editorial

Pneumomediastinum, defined as the presence of air in the mediastinum 
frequently occurs due to trauma, mechanical ventilation or surgical procedure. 
It may also do spontaneously due to prepping lung conditions similar as 
asthma and habitual obstructive pulmonary airway complaint (COPD). In this 
report, we present a case of a case with COVID-19 pneumonia without any 
beginning lung conditions or usual threat factors for pneumomediastinum who 
developed expansive pneumomediastinum with pneumopericardium during 
the course of hospitalization [1]. 

COVID- 19 (Coronavirus complaint 2019) is a new complaint whose 
pathophysiology, clinical course, operation options and issues are still being 
illustrated. The complaint was first reported in Wuhan China in December 2019 
and was latterly named" COVID- 19" by the World Health Organization (WHO) 
on 11 February 2020. The clinical instantiations of COVID- 19 pneumonia 
vary, ranging from mild flu-suchlike symptoms to severe ARDS at the other 
end of the diapason. Other generally reported complications are acute 
order injury, cardiac injury, liver dysfunction, thromboembolic complaint and 
pneumothorax. According to colourful literature, robotic pneumomediastinum 
(SPM) is an occasional, benign and tone-limiting condition with mortality 
generally attributable to underpinning complaint countries. Although generally 
seen in cases with underpinning obstructive lung complaint, it has also been 
described in cases with interstitial lung complaint. Only a many cases have 
been described in cases with COVID- 19 infection. This report highlights SPM 
as an implicit complication of COVID- 19 pneumonia [2].

COVID- 19 contagion is able of producing an inordinate vulnerable response 
in the host leading to expansive towel damage but the precise medium of SPM 
in COVID- 19 is unknown. Grounded on being literature, the likely sequence 
of events in the development of pneumomediastinum could involve rupture of 
damaged alveolar wall, air analysis along the bronchovascular jacket, and free 
air reaching the mediastinum. Depending upon towel aeroplanes involved, the 
air analysis could indeed extend to beget pneumopericardium, pneumothorax, 
pneumoperitoneum or subcutaneous emphysema. Common driving factors 
include events that elevate alveolar pressure similar as mechanical ventilation, 
Valsalva initiative or other causes similar as central line placements. Vigorous 
coughing, emesis or other pushes that increase the intrathoracic pressure are 
also other possible mechanisms. We hypothecate that patient cough was the 
likely etiology in this case as he no way had any other threat factors or driving 
events [3].

This case highlights the possibility of late onset severe life-hanging 
complication performing from expansive COVID- 19 pneumonia in an else 
clinically perfecting patient demanding croakers to be veritably watchful. 

COVID- 19 pneumonia is now known to generally lead to pulmonary 
complications similar as ARDS, acute respiratory failure, superimposed 
bacterial infection, pulmonary embolism and lung scarring but SPM isn't a 
generally seen miracle and thus not generally suspected. SPM is a life hanging 
condition that requires aggressive operation [4]. In this case, case entered 
probative care and curatives targeted at reducing triggers similar as inordinate 
coughing along with high FiO2 supplemental oxygenation for better resorption 
of the pneumomediastinum. It's also pivotal to distinguish pneumomediastinum 
from conditions with analogous clinical findings that bear immediate treatment, 
similar as pulmonary embolism, cardiac tamponade, acute coronary pattern, 
myopericarditis, aortic analysis and mediastinitis, some of which could do as 
complications of COVID- 19 infection orco-morbid conditions. SPM can be 
managed bynon-surgical approaches with good results as substantiated in this 
case, still, croakers should be watchful to cover for any complication similar 
as progression to pressure pneumothorax and pressure pneumomediastinum 
which carry a high mortality [5].

Conclusion

We conclude that worsening casket pain, tachycardia, and oxygen 
desaturation in a case with severe COVID-19 pneumonia necessitates 
prompt imaging and close monitoring due to the possibility of robotic 
pneumomediastinum. With the stunning number of COVID- 19 cases 
worldwide, mindfulness regarding SPM as its serious complication is necessary 
among clinicians. 
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